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prepares. to —
go green — _
— byLenPiechowski ~ _
1
—A fter several months of
deliberation, the board
of directors of Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center hasdecided that the time
~_has come to move Triangle Journal into the
215t Century. TJ recently
largest
print issue yet at 32 pages and it actually could
have been larger. As the board juggles finances
in an uncertain economy and continues to try
to accommodate our explosive growth, the
staff of TJ has been trying to find newer, better,
__ economical and more eco—friendly ways to keep
our community informed. We think we have a
—TJ

few ideas..
The issue of Triangle Journal that you are
holding in your hands right now will likely be
our final monthly issue. As of now, we plan to
create a new TriangleJournal that will be a weekly
electronic news magazine thatwill require your
subscription (free, of course). If you currently _
receive News from Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center on Monday afternoons in
your email, we plan to send you Triangle Journal
each and every week beginning in July. If you are
not currently receiving those communications,
please visit www.mglcc.org right away and sign
up so you don‘t miss a single issue! By going to
a green weekly format, the staff of TJ hopes to
be better able to keep you posted on all of the
— breaking news occurring in Memphis and inthe
Midsouth in a much timelier, not to mention
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Memphisand
theMidsouthWearecommittedtoprowding .
I know what some of you newspaper lovers
are thinking. Oh no, not TriangleJournaltoo! Well,
_ please be assured, we love the feel of news print
in our hands as well. That‘s why we are planning
that the new, improved and electronic weekly TJ
will be accompanied with quarterly newsprint
versions as well. Current plans include the
printing of the first of our seasonal print editions,
the fall edition, on Sept. 1. These seasonal
print editions will contain articles of timeless
importance and feature a new and improved
business and services directory. So, the TJ stands
ArticlesinTriangleJournaImarkedascommentaryare
entirely the opinionoftheauthor. Commentariesarenot.
will not go empty (except of course when you
intendedtorepresent the opinions oftheeditorialstaff of
grab the last seasonal print issue off the shelf).
TriangleJournal Memphis Gay and LesbianCommunity |
.In addition, we intend to initiate exciting new
, Center, orany ofits affiliates. _
partnerships with the mainstream publications
LetterstotheeditorandcommentariesarewelcomedI
of the Memphis area that will bring the news
— buttheeditorial review committee reserves the right to edit
or refuse any submitted materiais
,
of the GLBT community to the attention of a
TriangleJournal will correct erroneous information
wider readership. And while I‘m at it, let me ask
Pleaseemailcorrections toeditors@timemphiscom.
_ you to please continue to read Com/ﬁunity, the
independent newspaper of our community.
©
If you are one of our loyal TJ advertisers, we‘ll
about your subscription fee. Ifyou haveenjoyed
our monthly news magazine, you might feel
be in touch shortly about our new electronic
and seasonal print ad rates and about any — —a twinge of regret right now. But please don‘t
worry; weare determined to create a new way of
prepayments you have made on your account.
communicating that you will like even more!
If you are a current subscriber, we‘ll be iin touch'
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Seeking life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness
Community places non—discrimination ordinance before County Commission, opposition rallies
by Jon Dallas
he Shelby County Board of Commissioners
is set to vote on an ordinance that protects
LGBT people in the workplace, county
services and facilities. Commissioner Steve
Mulroy is sponsoring the measure that would
create a new article in the Shelby County Code
of Ordinances that prohibits discrimination
based on sexual orientation or gender identity
or expression.
"This is a huge step for Shelby County. This
has been a decade—long struggle," said Jonathan
Cole, chair of the Shelby County Committee
of the Tennessee Equality Project (TEP). Cole
said. that if the ordinance becomes law, Shelby
County would be the first county in the state of
Tennessee to pass such a measure. While several
private companies have equal opportunity
employment policies in the workplace, no county
or municipality in the state has such protections
for employees.
TEP is planning similar legislation to present
to the Memphis City Council.
The ordinance includes a retaliation and
discrimination clause that states:
It shall be unlawful to retaliate, discharge,
demote, or take an adverse employment action
in the terms and conditions of employment or

otherwise discriminate against any employee for
reporting or asserting a violation of this article,
for seeking or communicating information
regarding rights conferred under this article, for
exercising any other rights protected under this
article, or for participating in any investigatory
proceeding relating to this article.
In addition to prohibitions against retaliation,
penalties could be assessed to those private
employers that have 15 or more employees in
unincorporated Shelby County that include
debarment (ineligibility) from Request for
Proposals (RFPs) for three years and/or fines at
the discretion of Shelby County Government.
The County Commission will hold six readings
ofthe proposed ordinance. Ifthere are no delays,
the General Government Committee will hold
the first three readings May 27, June 3 and June
17. The next set of readings will be presented in
front of the full commission June 1, June 15 and
June 29. If the ordinance gets a majority vote on
the final reading on June 29, it will be presented
to Mayor A.C. Wharton for his signature or veto.
The ordinance, if passed, could go into effect as
early as July 1.
Continued on page 20

To insure domestic tranquility
Commentary by Will Batts
"I ‘m afraid."
These words were spoken to me by a
transgender member of our community.
She used it in the context of describing a job
interview, but could just as easily have been
talking about many aspects of her life. I won‘t use
her name her out of respect for her safety, but
this is a real—life citizen of Memphis who wants
to work and thrive and have a good life. She is
fearful, however, of how the world treats people
who are different.
__ As she described the job interview process,
l tried to find some common ground, some
basis for comparison with my own interview
experiences. What stood out to me as so very
different, however, was how she described the
interviewer‘s actions, "She kept looking at the
application and then back at me like she was
trying to figure something out. I was afraid she
thought my name didn‘t match my looks." Our
friend ultimately was turned down for thejob and
attributed the rejectionto that uncomfortable
interview, which was, unfortunately, not the first

time something like that had happened.
1 suspect that this situation might be a
common occurrence among our lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender (LGBT) community. We
sometimes look different than we "should" or
express ourselves in ways that are appropriate for
us but unwelcome to others because we don‘t fit
the notion of how a man or woman is"supposed"
to act. Regardless of our experience, training or
unique skill, we are often rejected in interviews,
passed over for promotion or removedaltogether.
Just look at how many skilled Arabic translators
have been sent packing because ofthe military‘s
"Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" policy.
Currently, the Shelby County Commission is
considering adding sexual orientation, gender
identity and gender expression to its non—
discrimination ordinance. The ordinance would
provide protection for Shelby County employees,
people who seek services with the County and
employees of businesses who contract with
Continued on page 20
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Memphis community works to advance equality in Shelby
County

1) Members of the Shelby County Committee of the Tennessee Equality Project
(TEP) met in mid—May to advance the work on a non—discrimination ordinance that
would reference sexual orientation and gender identity. They are, from left to
right, Darlene Fike, Jonathan Cole, Daniel Forrest, Latoya Belgrave, Gary Dawson,
Jonathan Campbell, Will Batts, Kevin Brewington, Michelle Bliss.
2) TEP organized a letter writing campaign to members ofthe County Commission
urging passage ofthe ordinance. In thefirst two weeks ofthe campaign, over 100
letters were penned at MGLCC. In the foreground from left to right are scribes,
Jeff Hammond, Herb Zeman, Gary Dawson, Sean Alexander and Bob Loos. In the
background, are Jonathan Cole (left) and Will Batts.
3) Co—chair ofthe Shelby County Committee ofTEP Jonathan
(left) talks with
MGLCC Executive Director Will Batts during the first letter—writing session.
4) Jonathan Campbell (left) and Kevin Brewington work diligently to let their
opinions be known.
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Discharged armysergeant toleadprideparade
_ Tennessee‘s FirstGLBTVeterans Group Now Forming
ii‘byVincentiAstor

aas

comes before
—the ~ nation,
U:S Army Sergeant Danny Ingram has the 3: Danny Ingram —
continues his _
unfortunate distinction of being one
battle to end
of the first military service members to
discrimination
— be discharged under ‘the infamous "don‘t ask,
against LGBT
—don‘t tell" (DADT) policy which denies openly
people by the
gay military personnel the right to serve in the
US — military. |
armedforces.Hewill visit Memphis for Pride.
Ingram _ now
this June to carry the American Flag in this
serves
— "as.
~year‘s color guard. Local veterans are welcome
National Vice
to marchor drive behind the five color guard
President
of
flags which will be carried by GLBT veterans.
A m erica n
f _ Ingramplans to attend the Mid—South Pride
Festival as well as Memphis BlackPrideto recruit_ Veterans _ for
Equal
Rights
members for American Veterans for Equal
(AVER),
an
Rights (AVER) Tennessee."I need just four out,
organization
proud LGBT vets to start a Tennessee chapter,"
of US military
he said."I am confident that between these
ve tera ms
two events | can find that many and more".
US Army Sgt Danny Ingram addresses the crowd at Atlanta‘s annual Pride Celebration in Piedmont Park.
to
Ingram will also conduct a taps ceremonyas — dedicated
lifting the ban. He
part of the Pride celebrations He has conducted
also serves as president of the AVER Georgia —— lackofa trained medic who has been discharged — ——
=_ a number of taps ceremonies in both Georgia
for being gay?" argues Ingram. "It‘s as simple
chapter. In his role as VP for the southeastern
and Alabamain honor of Major Alan G. Rogers
as that. And the old argument that openly
who became the first known gay casualty of the region of the country, Ingram‘s duties include
gay service members damage unit cohesion .
war in Iraqwhen he was killed in January, 2008,
the development of newchapters, and next
month he will be travelling to Memphis in hopes — and morale has been proven false by the
while conducting a patrol in Baghdad."We know
military itself, which has been quick to suspend
of starting Tennessee‘s own AVER chapter, the
_ that Major Rogers was gaybecause he was a
discharge proceedings against LGBT soldiers
member of AVER,/Ingram said, "and AVER wants
first LGBT veterans organization in the state.
preparing to deploy overseas. If the military
"The voices of LGBT veterans are absolutely
to make sure that we honor one of our ownfor
really believed that gay service members were
critical to the success of overturning
his sacrifice in defending ournation‘s freedom."
a problemfor units they would make sure that
DADT" said Ingram. "When members of
Ingram had writtenaletterto his commanding
Tennessee‘s congreSSional delegation. stand _ < gay soldiers were promptly discharged before
—officer in October, 1992, in support of then
deployment into battle rathervthan‘ﬁghting to. ~
up in Washington and say ‘we don‘t have any
candidate Bill Clinton‘s promise to lift the ban
keep them in order to maintainthe high level
homosexual service members in my state‘ we
_againstLGBT service members. "After | met
of
unit teamwork so vital to the success of the
needto have people on the ground willing to
courageous people who were challenging
military‘s mission on the battlefield." — For more —
—the ban like Midshipman Joseph Steffan and
tell them they are wrong. We need LGBT vets
information
on American Veterans for Equal
who can speak up for all our brothers and sisters
Colonel Margarethe Cammermeyer | just didn‘t
Rights,
visit
the
AVER nationalwebSiteIocatedat
—_ feel right sitting there safe and protected
serving silently in the militarywho can‘t speak
www.aver.us or visit the AVER Georgia website:
up for themselves, and it‘s crucial that we have
while other people fought my battle for me."
at www.avergeorgia.org. To contact Danny _
as many states coveredas possible,especially in —
Major General John C. Rothpersonally asked
Ingram directly send an email to. preSident@
the south where opposition will be strongest”
_ Sergeant Ingram if he was gay, and when Ingram
avergeorgia.org
The struggle to
f truthfully applied in the affirmative discharge
overturn the gay ban has
— proceedings were initiated.The case to discharge
.e
become much more vocal
Ingram from the military came up before
REACHED THE OBAMA WHITE HoUsE.
in recent years as the
___ Clinton‘s inauguration, but the proceeding was
FOR CONTINUING TO HOLD;
fe “$313wa
suspended barring aresolution to theissue ofthe:
discharge of LGBT service
YOUR ISSUE 15 VERY IMPORTANT To US.
PLEASESTAV ON THE LINE, AND WE WILL—
_military‘spolicyby theClintonadministration. — «membershasJeopardized
125590240 TOYOUR CALL AS SOON AS WE
the nation‘s security
"For a while it. actually looked like we were:
~ CAN DO SO IN A SENSIBLE WAY.
Mir
in a time of war. Jobs
£2 going to win," said Ingram. Eventually Clinton
considered crucial to the
caved in to heavy pressure and the "don‘t ask,
— don‘ttell" policy was created as a:compromise
battles against terrorism
in November, 1993. LGBT personnel could serve
in Iraq and Afghanistan,
including Arab linguists
in the military so long as they didn‘t divulge
—and medical personnel,
their identity ”They weren‘t supposed to ask,
have _ been depleted —
either," said Ingram, "but the fact that | was
by DADT, leaving . vital
~ asked didn‘t help my case since it was already.
operations _ weakened
known that | was gay." Ingram was honorably
when most needed. "How
discharged in April, 1994, less than two weeks
many US soldiershave to
«before the expiration of his term of service.
Fifteen years later, as the issue ofthe ban again —
die on the battlefield for
E—MAIL:

N@@Synoicare.com — I

a“;
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Extremely helpful list of 2009 Mid—South Pride events
by Vincent Astor
he 2009 theme for this year‘s Pride

Tcelebrations is "OUR Rights Are Civil Rights."
_E
Thedateswill be June 14—21 and will coincide
with Memphis Black Pride‘s celebration.
Festival special guest Valerie June is a self—
taught guitar player, composer and troubadour
of heartbreak ballads, folk songs, spirituals,
soul—stirring blues and what she calls "Organic
Moonshine Roots Music." Valerie is poised to
reach a wide audience and Mid—South Pride is
pleased to have her at the Festival.
This year a shuttle will travel from several
sponsor bars to Peabody Park during the Festival __
_ which runs from noon until 7pm on Saturday,
June 20. Patrons may park at these locations and
travel by shuttle to Cooper—Young to attend the
Parade and Festival. Present locations at press
time are Crossroads (Jefferson at Claybrook),
Dru‘s Place (Madison at McNeil) and The Pumping
Station (Poplar at Cleveland). More locations may
be added, see midsouthpride.org.
Sunday, June 14, 5pm—Pride Kickoff
Cookout, Crossroads (Jefferson at Claybrook)—
clubcrossroadsmemphis.com
s
Thursday, June 18, 8pm—Emerald Theatre
Company presents Clapptrapp: The Sound of
Musicals by Joe Godfrey. This special opening
night will benefit Mid—South Pride. A hilarious
and outrageous twist on the Rodgers and
Hammerstein classic TheatreWorks (2805 Monroe
behind Overton Square)—etcmemphistheatre.
com.

‘Black

and

Gay‘

2009 s
BlackPride
events

Friday, June 19, 3pm—Community Forum
"Black and Gay—Homosexuality in the Black
Community" presented by The Outlook, MGLCC
(892 S Cooper)—mglcc.org.
Saturday, June 20, 10am—Mid—South
Pride and American Veterans for Equal Rights
will be among the participants at the Memphis
Black Pride Forum at the Artisan Hotel (Union
at McLean)—ifbprides.org or myspace.com/
901complex
Saturday, June 20, 4pm—Mid—South Pride
2009 Pride Parade assembles 3pm at south
parking lot of First Congregational Church
(Cooper at Walker) and will roll down Cooper St.
to Peabody Park—midsouthpride.org.
Saturday, June 20, noon to 7pm—Mid—
South Pride 2009 Pride Festival with appearances
by Valerie June (2:30) a taps ceremony by Sgt.
Danny Ingram of AVER (following the parade—
see other article) the Cow Patties (must they give
up their trophy?) the 2009 parade awards plus
other entertainers and the Finals of the Mid—
South Pride Karaoke Contest (5pm) Peabody Park
(Cooper at Eastmoreland)—midsouthpride.org
Sunday, June 21, mid—afternoon—Mid—
South Pride will join Memphis Black Pride
at Overton Park for their annual picnic—
ifbprides.org or myspace.com/901complex.
This year marks the 40th anniversary of the
Stonewall Rebellion (New York, June 1969) and
also Memphis‘ own great coming out party, the
Miss Gay Memphis Pageant (Memphis, October
1969). Additional events will take place at other
local businesses.

conference

to

Thursday, June 18
Thursday kick—off with a PJ party at
TheArtisan 1837 UnionAve. ___
(host hotel for entire celebration).
Friday, June 19
Meet and greet at 7pm at the Artisan
and at Club 901 from 10pm—until
Saturda
(y June 20
Forum with planned guests, Friends for Life,
Brothers United Network ofTennessee, One
Man Show by MarkVortice , e f
authors Terrance Dean,Kenan Gilmore and
Lisa C.Moore of Fire and Ink/Redbone Press
.
at 10 amat the Artisan _
Pool Partyat the host hotel starting atApm.
__ and Saturday night party at Club 901

SundayJune21
Allday picnic inOverton Park
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reactions to LGBT family members. Other topics
please feel free to participate. The conference
for discussion include the HIV/AIDS epidemic in
will be filmed and posted online, so all attendees .
the black community, and "down low" brothers.
will be asked to sign a media release giving
The purpose of the conference is to educate all
permission for their images to be used. The ‘Black
members of the LGBT community and beyond
and Gay‘ conference will be held Friday, June
about a topic that is very rarely discussed,
19, at 3 p.m. at the MGLCC located at 892 South
and to remind everyone that discussing these
Cooper in Midtown. We hope to see you there!
types of controversial issues can help alleviate
For more information, please contact Natasha
ignorance and hatred in our communities. Black
at Theoutlookmemphis@yahoo.com or www.
homosexuality does not have to be the proverbial
myspace.com/theoutlookmemphis.
elephant in the room!
As the creator and
host of Memphis‘s only
Personal Touch Lawn Care
LGBT—oriented web show,
Residential and Commercial, _
l intend to bring this and
Mowing, trimming, edging, blowing,
many other issues to light —
flower bed maintenance, pruning, mulching & more!
to promote awareness
Contact Tony for free onsite estimate at
in the LGBT community
and the wider Mid—South.
901—428—1117
Audience members will be
or personaltouchlawncare09@yahoo.com # __
able to make comments,
Gay owned & operated
ask questions, and tell their
www.personaltouchlawncare. info
own coming out stories as
No job too big or too small!
it pertains to the topic, so
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Raid

at the

Shop

Body

—1975

¢

Heroes honored at Mid—South Pride 2009

by Vincent Astor

fought, not just
accepted,

the entrapments X

arrested by vice squad officers while

dwindled.

The [

leaving The Body Shop, a bar located

consequences

upstairs at the corner of Madison and Cleveland.

could be severe.

They were all arrested as they were leaving the

It was common

bar about 2:15 a.m. Three were in drag — Bill

to

"Fancy" Goodman, Danny "Lady Rae" Moon and

names

"Carmen St. Clair" who was visiting from Indiana.

occupations

Two were not — David Jones and Wayne "Phyllis"

those arrested in

Newsome. The sixth was Bette "B.J" Hefner. The

raids in the daily

publish

Their memories are clear, as if the incident
happened 30 days instead of 30 years ago. "It was

for jobs
lost

also

account.

some

of the

ridiculous

[W

of [

and

just as common

a nightmare," said Goodman, but not without
remembering

the
and

newspaper

charge was "male solicitation" for sex.

to

on

be
that
Said

aspects of it. "Both of the vice officers were really

Goodman,

unattractive," said Newsome. "The record of the

was the hardest

arrests was expunged," remembered Jones.

thing

"It [

I‘ve

2009 Grand Marshalls Bill Goodman and Wayne Newsome (back) and David Jones (front). Photo by Kent Hanson.

ever

One year ago, the late BJ. Hefner was

done to admit that | had been arrested. | was

grandchildren, showing the best kind of pride

interviewed for the Pride edition of Triangle

the office manager at a local electric contractor,

on both sides. Newsome has always sought

Journal and told her side of this tale. The

and the owner had a brother on the vice squad."

to do something good for other people. His

December 1975 cover of Gaiety newspaper

Newsome worked in the display/accessories

involvement in the Queen‘s Men, a former

illustrated the article with a photo of five men.

department of a home furnishing company,

Cotton Carnival ball club "helped us to become

Three of them still live in the Memphis area and

and Moon worked in a family business. Jones

visible in a good way." That club‘s lasting legacy

came to Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community

was

hairdresser.

was to organize the town meeting at which the

Center (MGLCC) to be interviewed in July 2008.

None were fired as a

result of the arrest.

Aid to End AIDS Committee, now Friends For

and

is

still

a

professional

Life, was founded.

of

Memphis‘ first gay newspaper, Gaiety, did its

BJ‘s Cabaret (the present site of the Pumping

part to help. The names of the arresting officers

The three men were impressed by MGLCC.

Station) was recognized as a woman by a police

(Cupp and Beale) and their descriptions were

They remember an atmosphere that is very

captain and released. The rest were bundled

published. Attorney Ralph Holt was engaged,

difficult to imagine or believe by those who have

into two police cars and taken downtown.

and the five went to court on several occasions.

grown up in the last two decades. The center

Carmen was in tears; Goodman told her if she

In

after

was a far—fetched. dream back then. Courage,

continued to cry they would all be beaten up.

the arresting

officers failed to appear. "He

however, remains constant. The issues change

They used the only weapons available: refusal

—subpoenaed every officer on duty that night

but being LGBT still requires courage and pride.

and attitude. None made statements, none

and none showed up," said Newsome. "And the

It is this reason that these three men will be

would sign any papers and it was Goodman

records were expunged. We requested that

Grand Marshals of the 2009 Pride Parade, in

who repeated over and over, "I got a damn good

through our attorney," remembered Jones. That

honor of their courage and as example to those

lawyer; we‘re not takin‘ this . . " Hefner bailed

was also front page news in Gaiety.

still on the front lines in the fight for equality.

Following

the

arrest,

Hefner,

owner

court,

the

charges

were

them all out the same night, but not until after

The defendants were

they suffered extensive verbal harassment by

first offered a $25 fine and

police. Moon and Carmen were paraded in front

six months probation to

of occupied cells and taunted, the worst saved

plead guilty. A gay lawyer

for Carmen who was isolated in a separate cell

in practice at the time also

and threatened. They remained in drag all night.

advised the "usual" — just

The three performers were originally charged

take the offer, pay up and

with female impersonation, but it was changed

be done. The five refused.

to male solicitation for all five.

"What we did gave people
forbidding

a chance to find out they

cross—dressing that had troubled performers for

could fight it," they said.

many years. Entrapment by vice officers flirting

Jones describes himself as

with men in gay gathering places was common.

"Loyal to the community.

_Not even private parties were completely safe.

l am what | am." He was

Memphis

—

and

n Nov. 15, 1975, six individuals were

had

an

ordinance

The advent of pants suits being worn by women

among

professionally and formally began to make cross—

members of Living Word

dressing

Community

ordinances

unenforceable, so they

the

earliest

dropped

377—1057
23 Years
Memphis Experience
REALTOR® MLS
Search Listings

Church.

were struck down one by one across the country.

Goodman

has

appeared

Cases of entrapment (such as this one) were

in Pride parades with his

GlennMooreRealty.com
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Crimes Bill
* deferred to 2010
. Tennessee Hate

by Christopher Sanders
f

n Wednesday May 13, the Tennessee

3

Everything you want isin "Tha House.
by Glen
The House. of Debonaire (nicknamed "Tha House") was established March 23, 2008, in Memphis.
Senior Founder Kendrick Debonaire and co—founders DivineTerecia, Torrian Keshun and
Davon Darrion envisioned an all—lesbian family that would not only allow God to become f
visible in the LGBT community, but also help to educate, empower, encourage,motivate and— ___ ___
embrace lesbians from all walks of life. Our members make up a genuine family who combine their
many different gifts, talents, skills and knowledge to form an unstoppable unit of leaders, speakers 5
and activists who are purpose—driven toward our destiny.
We are deeply committed to helping each of our members develop into the positive person

Equality ‘Project (TEP) decided to roll
SB 0253/HB 0335 to January 2010. The
bill would afford hate crimes protections to
GLBT persoris in Tennessee. The leadership of
the Tennessee Transgender Political Coalition
and TEP‘s public policy team had extensive
— she was meant to be, while still allowing her ownindividualities to be recognized.Yes, we do have ___
__conversations with the Senate and House bill.
+a laid—backside. We have parties and occasionally perform a show, but those are extracurricular
sponsors andall parties agreed that this would
activities. Our priorities are different from some other groups because we have a strong Christian
be the best strategy to advance the bill. The
foundation on which we build each and every day. We also havethe Young, Gifted & Gay Inc. =
decision was based upon the lack of the required —
_
program (created by our senior founder), designed for children 13— to 18—years old and their
votes for passage. TEP still celebrates the fact
parents. We believe that if we reach our children while they are still growing, we can help them _
that the bill met with a favorable vote in a House
resist peer pressure, bullies, curiosities, wanting to fit in and more. We reach out to those children _
~subcommittee and pledgesthat activists will
thatare straightor questioning, and we support and give structure for those that are lesbian: For
§ continue to work hard to burld support for the
the parents, we educate, provide support, mediation and consultation. This is done through our
~ ~Bill>
~
anonymous hotline, one—on—one consults and through group settings.
The House of Debonaire also supports Blac Out Enterprises, owned by Cameron Lashun which.
was created to bring the LGBT and straight communities together. Unity is a learned experience, so
it must first be taught. What better way than for us to have fun times together. Blac Out‘s forte is live"
Walking like a man, again!
entertainment, giving members of our LGBT community a chance to share their God—given talents
with the world. A memberof Young, Gifted & Gay (Drea D., 16) is also an aspiring artist who created #
by Charlotte M. Logan —
PL.U.T.O, an advertising company that creates most of our flyers. Keep dreaming, Drea.
We are a very loving family, that has a whole lot more love to share with whomever, whenever.
f The reception was so wonderful that she
You are very much welcome in our house! We can be reached at houseofdebonaire@yahoo.com,
had to bring it back: Award—winning — myspace.com/houseofdebonaire, or by phone at
768.
author/playwright, Laurinda D. Brown,
__ a 1987 graduate of Kirby High School, brings

off—Broadway to Memphis with her acclaimed
2 . production Walk Like A Man — The Play.

The Fourth National SUICldeandtheBlack Church Conferencevyf-f"

Beyond the Storm
June 17—18

The all—female, culturally—diverse cast,
— gives commanding, dramatic performances as
they take on labels, issues and stereotypes in
Wednesday, June 17, starting at 7:00 P.M.
relationships. "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" to runaway 7,
atThe Healing Center, 3885 Tchulahoma Road,
a.
youth, love and religious controversies to —
featuring a NIGHTOF INSPIRATION,with Billy Rivers andthe AngelicVoices ofFaith, .
—domestic violence and affairs in the workplace:
__ Comedian Small Fireand World Renowned Saxophonist Kirk Whalum. lle (l
These issues and more are presented for your
The Thursday,June 18 conference component
thought—provoking pleasure.
willbe heldfrom 8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. ___ __
ee
Theater—goers give Walk Like A Man — The
".
at
theUniversﬂyof
Tennessee
Health
Science
Center,
800
Madison
Avenue.
a_
LBL
Play a resounding seal of approval. "This
production is so powerful that the quiet is loud."
The ConferenceWill featuresomeofthecountrys foremost authoritiesin Suicidology
"You‘ll laugh; youll cry; you‘ll leave enlightened.
Laurinda gets you." You will join in the standing
—
IndiViduals, $45; lndrvndual luncheon only, $30;
ovations after seeing this production.
Students, $35' Students, luncheon only, $25 Children under 12 free
Oneshowonly: Saturday, June 20,7 p.m.atthe
Y 1 Registeronlineat www.memphishealingcenter.comorby faxat(901) 370—5717. lal
Southwest Tennessee Community
men mee e men eee me nee mee ome
wan mas eee eee een ee nee me me mag
College Theater (Union Campus),
737 Union : Avenue, Memphis, !
flyer presented on The OutFlix LGBT Film Festival
M
_TN. Tickets are $25 advance, 5
‘s will donate 10%of the sales you bring in to your
organization. Let us do the cooking and support the OutFlix
$30 at the door and available :

through
http://walklikeaman— |
theplayMemphis.eventbrite.com. ;
Walk Like A Man — The Play is I
—_ based on the Laurinda D. Brown I
book of short stories, Walk Like A I
Man, winner of the 2006 Lambda I
Literary Award, and is presented I
by Positive Scribe Productions, LLC.
4
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LGBT Film Festival at the same time!

The OutFlix LGBT Film Festival Night is:

The OutFlix LGBT

Film Festival
NIGHT!
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5:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Chili‘s Germantown
7810 Poplar Ave.
Germantown, TN 38138

Give Back Night flyer required with each check to receive

included in donation amount witout flyer. Otter only valid on the date and location stated above
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Seminar on suicide prevention in the LGBT Community

hosted by MGLCC

Commentary by Marian Bacon
n May 2, l attended a seminar titled"Suicide
Prevention in the LGBT Community" with
Sharon Horne, Associate Professor at
the University of Memphis, and Mike LaBonte,
Program Director at the Crisis Center. Present
were 13 individuals at Memphis Gay Lesbian
Community Center which hosted the seminar.
Horne began the presentation by asking
if suicide is an issue in LGBT communities. She
told us that the majority of LGBTQ and same—sex
oriented individuals reported positive mental
health, healthy and satisfied relationships and
affirming and supportive friends and family
members in the community. She reiterated these
three qualities throughout the presentation, but
also indicated that LGBTs have greater rates of
depression, substance abuse, suicidal ideation
and reported suicide attempts in comparison to
heterosexual individuals.
Horne said that the suicide attempt rate is
higher earlier in the coming out process. This
may be due to earlier awareness of same—sex
attraction, non—disclosure of sexual orientation
to others, gender non—confonformity, rejection
by family, drug and alcohol problems, lower self—
worth, depression and occurences of physical
and sexual violence. _
Horne presented six stages in the coming
out process: Stage 1: Identity Confusion. The
person has general feelings of being different
and realizes "LGBTQ issues seem to have some
relevance to me (but I‘m not sure why)."The
person listens to information about LGBTQ issues
and realizes he or she has an interest. Stageri:
Identity Comparison. The person begins tothi
"I may be gay, lesbian or bisexual.” They have an
awareness of same—sex feelings, yet the person
thinks that this may just be a phase or that the
feelings are toward only one specific person. At
this time there is a heightened risk for feelings
of loss, depression and suicidal feelings. Stage
3: Identity Tolerance. The person now thinks "I
probably am LGBTQ." He or she feels a stronger
identity of being LGBTQ and the person starts
to reach out to contact other LGBTQ individuals.
The person engages in a balancing act, cautiously
looking for more information. High—risk behaviors
are highly possible at this time. Stage 4: Identity
Acceptance. The person now knows "I am gay. I—
am lesbian..." They seek out an increased contact
and affiliation with other LGBT individuals. Stage
5: Identity Pride. "I value LGBT culture. I am angry
with the dominant heterosexual culture." This is
the "These are my people" stage whereupon the
person comes out to more and more people and
often starts to feel anger toward heterosexuals,
devaluing many of their institutions. Feelings
of isolation from family and from the straight

and LaBonte and there was an ample amount of
time for discussion. A couple of LGBT members
in the audience requested more information
about suicide in this particular population. | am
glad that Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center hosted this seminar and allowed such a
bold topic to be put out on the table.
Oh, and yes, I am a survivor of multiple
suicide attempts, and I think this seminar needs
to be presented over and over again. Suicide
is real. Learn the signs. Don‘t be afraid to ask
if someone is thinking about it and get them
assistance.

TEP elects new board,
officers
Dr. Sharon Horne speaks about suicide prevention at MGLCC on May 2
community are common. Suicidal ideation may
occur if idealized family of choice is not found.
Stage 6: Identity Synthesis. "My LGBTQ identity
is just one part of my self". The intense anger
of stage 5 diminishes and the person comes
to perceive "less of a dichotomy between the
heterosexual and LGBTQ worlds" yet retains
pride for LGBTQs. At this time there is a low risk
of suicidal ideation.
Mike LaBonte presented the second part of
the presentation called "Suicide Intervention".
Labonte told the audience six steps to use when
talking to an individual who might be suicidal.

by Christopher Sanders
t the annual meeting of the Tennessee

AEquaIity Project in late May, TEP
members elected a new board,
who in turn selected their new officers.
Newly elected members of the board include
the following: Rev. Cynthia Andrews—Looper,
Wes Aull, Latoya Belgrave, Jonathan Cole, Ryan
Ellis, Darlene Fike, Brandon Hutchison and Lane
Scoggin. Re—elected tothe board are Kim Council
and H.G. Stovall. Thesenew and re—elected board
members join the following continuing board
members: ‘Lisa Beavers, Tom Ekman, Daniel
Forrest, Stephen Henry, Chris Nelson, Chris
‘11.
Engage and Explore. Engage in a
Sanders, Peter Westerholm and Rhonda White.
compassionate and responsive manner. Explore
The board elected the following officers: Chris
recent losses and traumatic events.
Sanders, Chair; H.G. Stovall, President; Stephen
2;
Ask and Estimate. Directly ask about
Henry, Vice ~PresidentNes Aull, Treasurer;
suicidal thoughts. Estimate risk (Plan, Attempts,
Jonathan Cole; Secretary; Latoya Belgrave,
Pain, Supports, Mental Health).
At—large Executive Committee member.
This leadership team is notable for several
3.
Listen and Leverage. Listen to suicide talk.
reasons. For the first time, we have elected
Leverage life supports.
different people to the offices of chair and
president. As TEP faces an increasing workload
4.
Recognize and Reflect . Recognize and
and as the= time has come to turn over
reflect client‘s ambivalence. Respect death—side,
responsibility for the organization to a new
affirm life—side.
generation of leaders, I look forward to sharing
5.
Plan and Contract. Develop a plan with _
oversight of the organization with H.G. Stovall,
limited objectives. Always attempt to make
our president—elect, and the other officers.
a no—harm contract. Always include 24—hour
Also notable about the new executive team is
safety contracts. Establish access to long—term
the strong representation from Shelby County.
resources and support. Have client repeat back
Secretary Jonathan Cole and At—large member
plan and contract agreements.
Latoya Belgrave are the chair and vice—chair
of the TEP Shelby County Committee. Their
6.
Follow—Through. Keep your commitments.
election marks a recognition of the role that
Use the Crisis Center as a resource 274—7477. Be
citizens of the Memphis area (who now have
ready to engage emergency help if necessary.
four representatives on the board) play in our
state and local lobbying efforts.
I feel the seminar was well presented by Horne
Triangle Journal — June 2009 9
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Stonewall 40 years later

Volunteers throughout
the years

b’y Ann E. Hackerman

The strength of our community

une 27, 1969. New York City. Greenwich
Village. Like other nights before it, the
IJ evening began as an uneventful gathering
of patrons at the Stonewall Inn. The customers
were enjoying each other‘s company sipping
beer and overpriced drinks. They were in their
safe—haven (thanks to the monthly payoffs the
owners paid the police), in a place away from the
discrimination that taunted them in everyday
life.

But on June 27, the patrons and
neighborhood declared, "No more!" It may have
— been a pent—up fury ‘that had been building

by Andrew Stricklin —

for decades. Perhaps it was a sign of the times.
The Sixties were a contentious period for civil
rights. The Vietnam War raged, with countless
men being drafted to fight oversees, and
many thousands returning home in coffins.
The customers, however, refused to line up. The
men were beaten with clubs. Someweredragged
and thrown into a waiting paddy wagon, caged
like rabid dogs. Others were grabbed, smashed
and slapped into clanging handcuffs.
The bar patrons fought back. Anarchy
ensued. The paddy wagon was torn open and
the detained were pulled free. Anything that
could be seized and thrown became a weapon:
bottles, bricks, trash cans, bar furniture.
Storefronts were smashed. As the batons swung,
the rioters retreated, only to regroup and swarm
back three—fold. Hundreds were in the streets.
For their own preservation, some police and
handcuffed men barricaded themselves in the
Inn, which was now a complete wreck. Police,
ambulance and fire truck sirens blared, yet
the authorities could not gain control of the
situation. For several days and nights, the rioting

ne of our vital, community components
over the last several decades has been
the volunteer. We have built not only
our local communities but a complete national
community that provides a vast collection of
resources for ourselves that encompass political,
social, medical and health efforts, along with
others. We have accomplished a great deal, but
Also present that night, however, were
we still have much more to do as our community —
plainclothes officers, sent in to spy on the drag
looks towards the future.
queens, the cross—dressers, the commingling
For many, the first major event in our history
men and the women in a world of their own.
was the Stonewall Riots. That was a major event in
__ The undercover cops ‘exited early to
our community, but there were already members
file reports on. "immoral" and "perverted" _
of the —community hard at work. One could
activities. Uniformed officers soon amassed and
say that we have finally come full circle as we
descended upon the Stonewall Inn with lights,
rememberthe volunteers of the 1950‘s and 1960s
~bullhorns, billy clubs and pistols. They barked
engaged in the same efforts of attempting to
that everyone needed to line up and present
provide opportunities to the rest ofthe country _ @
their IDs. Patrons dressed as women were told
_ that we are just like everyone else through
to go into the bathroom with female officers to
personal contact that we are involved in today.
verify their genders.
Before the Stonewall Riots, there were no Pride
No one really knows why June 27 was
Marches, Community Centers, or a variety of
different. Such raids had been going on for years,
organizations were gays, lesbian, bisexuals,
from New York to San Francisco and everywhere
transgender and questioning Americans could
in between. Police regularly demanded payoffs
and protests continued.
come together in environments where they felt
from bar owners and patrons. Pay up and not
The Stonewall Riots, what many consider _ safe from probably the mostanti—gay periodsin
— get shutdown. Pay up and not getbeaten down
the beginning of the gay civil rights movement,
our county‘s history. We often take for granted ____
and/or raped. Pay up and not get arrested for
quickly morphed into structured groups. One of
the day in which we live. It is a shame that more of _
immoral acts. Pay up and not be killed. Pay up
the first to be organized was the Gay Liberation
our community does not know or remember our—
and not disappear forever.
Front.
f
history. We should have a great deal of respect for
Since
that
historic
weekend
in
um
our older generations, much more than we do!
June of 1969, equality for LGBTs
With the Riots, the community saw the
has made significant gains. Forty
Spimmitually Drained? _
organization of more public groups volunteering _
years
ago,
the
dream
of
equality
to step forward and provide safe havens and
~ Renew.
_
and protection from housing, .
resources. These were brave men and women
Living your faith?
employment medical and social
who stepped forward in an environment
Renew.
discrimination was just that — a
completely different from the one that we have
Wanting love?
dream.
§
h
today. They donated not only their time but did
But that dream is coming
Renew.
so while putting their lives in harm‘s way. _
into fruition. Many states have .
_ We have seen over the past decades as our _
enacted laws that now protect
Come Home. Be Renewed.
community has become more organized and _
LGBTs from fear of eviction, jpb
offering. more outlets and opportunities for — :
termination, denial of medical care
Prescott Church
§ individuals to step forward and donatetime, effort» 3
and hate crimes. Other venues — ~and energy to making a better community and
961 Getwell Road
have enacted protections based
tomorrow. We saw during the 1970‘s organized 3+
(South of Park)
on sexual orientation but not
political efforts from the religious right, another — ~~
901—327—8479
sexual expression. And others
opportunity where those in our community
wwy.prescoftchurchmemphis. org
_ — including Tennessee — offer no
became active volunteers in our struggles. With _
legal protections.
the 1980‘s and 1990‘s, we saw the beginnings of
Prescott Churchs
All states but one in New
world—wide health crisis with HIV/AIDS. Again
U England now offer civil protections,
many volunteers stepped forward.
A welcoming
Where do we go from here? There are
0 unions or full marriage equality.
and affirming church " In lowa, the heartland now has a
already volunteer leaders in parts of the country
accepimg, sate, mviting 0 state that recognizes same—gender _ showingusthe way. We have a number of large
marriages.
organizations across the country with continually

Lor all God‘s children

P

Continued on page. 20

Continued on page 20 —
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MGLCC‘s Bachelor and Bachelorette Auction raises over $7,000 to

i
[I

support center‘s programs

1) The Bachelors and Bachelorettes
preparethemselves for funor ,_he‘auction blockon Ma igTheyare,
from left to Yight, Marc Brown, Melinda Milligan, Nick
Mil
€
Jo Michaeltivaudais,Natasha BurnettHolmes Paul Given and ScottBlake

2) Gi ingit her best Evita Peron, Patty 0‘Doorofthe CowPattys greetsher adoring throng from the
— balcony. Sheisaccompanied by Gary Cookonthe left andevent director AJ Northrop
3 Last minute preparations wereunderway
beforethe crowdarrivedatthe resrdenceof Dr.Marty
Acree

and Mr. ‘Mac Gardner.
id the food was great tool
5)The CowPattyswerethe hostesses for:
: ofJohnMichael Montgomery‘s
P& atty Melt,Patty O’Door, Patty

Jennifer Stone, M. Div., Ph.D.
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST
Psychotherapy at the Pilgrim Center
1000 S. Cooper (off Cooper/Young)
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 372—9133 appointments
Additional office opening soon in North Bartlett
EXPERIENCE: Over 20 years doing psychotherapy. Director of Clinical
Training of University Graduate Program in Clinical Psychology. Chairperson, of
a State Psychology Licensing Board, supervising all psychology practice in that
state..
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Gay Pride at Quetzal Red Room.

$10 Cover Saturday

rink Specials
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O What‘s in party boy‘s pants?

Quetzal
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¢ Maine becomes fifth state
to embrace marriage

California Supreme Court

DiverSItylncnamestop10

rules Prop 8 is valid

GLBT friendly companies
he

n May 26, the California SupremeCourt
career—focused
§ electronic”
issued a long—awaited ruling on the
Tnewsmagazine ‘rDiversityInc — recently
validity of Proposition 8. Thejudges ruled
n a development widely ~reported in
released the names of ten companies they
that the voter—approved ballot initiative which
lnumerous publications in the mainstream
consider to bethe best workplaces for lesbian,
banned gay marriage in that state amounts to
press last month, the state of Maine has
gay, bisexual and transgender employees.
lowa,
Massachusetts
~a
constitutional amendment and is therefore
* joined
Connecticut,
In the May issue of the magazine, .
valid. The Associated Press reported that the
and Vermont in legalizing same gender
Barbara Frankel published the following
ruling was a six to one decision bythe court and
marriage. As he signed the document into
top 10 companies and the reasons the
that it was greeted withoutcries of protest from
law on May 6, Governor John Baldacci stated:
newsmagazine selected them for the honor.:
community activists who were present on the
.—
"I have followed closely the debate on this
Number 1: Ernst and Young, because of a
issue. I have listened to both sides as they have —. courthouse steps in San Francisco.
strong GLBT network and a non—discrimination
presentedtheir arguments during the public .
_
As reported in numerous mainstream
policy that includes gender identity, Number
hearing and on the floor of the Maine Senate | news outlets, a prior state Supreme Court
2: Wells Fargo and Company, because of
ruling indicated that refusal to allow same—
and the House of Representatives. I have read
equality of benefits and diversity training that
gender marriages constituted state—sanctioned
many of the notes and letters sent to my office,
includes sexual orientation andgender identity
discrimination.
Proposition 8 effectively
and | have weighed my decision carefully. I did
modules. Number 3: PricewaterhouseCoopers,
not come to this decision lightly or in haste.
amended the state constitution to make such
because of their inclusive policies and strong
marriages illegal.
"appreciate thetone brought to this debate by
GLBT resource groups and mentoring. Number ___
«bothsides of the issue. This is an emotional issue
During the period betweentheﬁrstSupreme
4: IBM Corporation, because of their strong _
Court ruling and the approval of Proposition 8,
that touches deeply many ofour most important
record of philanthropy to GLBT supportive __..
~ideals and traditions. There are good, earnest
over 18,000 gay marriages werecontracted. The:
groups. Number 5: Aetna, becausethey feature
and honest people on both sides ofthequestion.
Court stated, in their May 26 ruling, that these
equality in benefits and a strong employee _
"In the past, I opposed gay marriage while
marriages remain valid.
support group. Number 6: KPMG, because they
At Triangle Journal press time, The
supporting the idea of civil unions. I have come
have won GLSEN‘s Respect Award for equality of
Associated Press was reporting that numerous
to believe that this is a question of fairness
benefits andcoverage for transgender medical
demonstrations against the most recent ruling
wand of equal protection under the law, and
procedures. Number 7: Sodexo, because they
were being planned for later that same day.
that a civil union is not equal to civil marriage.
possess equality in benefits and a GLBT inclusive
The case against Proposition 8 that—
"Article I in the Maine Constitution states
diversity training. Number 8: AT&T, because
culminated in the May 26 ruling was waged by
that ‘no person shall be deprived of life, liberty
of their strong employee resource group and
Lambda Legal (a civil rights organization that _
or property without due process of law, nor
equality in benefits including adoption services. ———
pursues high impact litigation on behalf of
be denied the equal protection of the laws,
Number 9: Cisco Systems, because they were a
the GLBT community) and other civil liberties
nor be denied the enjoyment of that person‘s
2007 Supporter of ENDA, they possess equality |
organizations. In a statement after the ruling,
civil rights or be discriminated against.!
in benefits and they are a strong supporter of
This new law does not force any religion
Lambda Legal Executive Director Kevin Cathcart
GLBT non—profits. Number 10: Johnson and
‘to recognize a marriage that falls outside
said: "We‘re disappointed, angry, frustrated
—Johnson, because—of their equalityin benefits
of its beliefs. It does not require the church _— but not discouraged. We‘vebeenfighting —
and their GLBT inclusive diversity training.
for equality in California andacross the country
to perform any ceremony with which it
. DiversityInc. Is a monthly newsmagazine that —
disagrees. Instead, it reaffirms the separation
for a longtime and we‘re in it to win. Although
can be found at www.diversityinc.com.
— of Church and State," Governor Baldacci said. "It _ today‘s decision is a painful setback, we‘ve made
guarantees that Maine citizens will be treated _ _enormous progress. Approximately 18,000
equally under Maine‘s civil marriage laws, and
same—sex couples got married in California
—that is the responsibility of government. Even
between our initial court victory last May and
_ Shea Wealth Management|
as | sign this important legislation into law, 1
‘the narrow passage of Prop 8 in November
recognize thatthis may not be the final word.
— and their marriages remain valid and equal
—Just as the Maine Constitution demands that
under the law. Lambda Legal, together with our
all people aretreated equally under the law, — co—counsel at NCLRand the ACLU, fought hard
_it also guarantees that the ultimate political
for those marriages, and today the Court agreed
International Drive s.
1661
power in the State belongs to the people. — with us that Prop 8 did not undo them. Those
___ Suite 400
"While the good and just people of Maine
couples will be the day—to—day proof in California
Memphis, TN 38120
may determine this issue, myresponsibility is
that marriage equality strengthens families and
to uphold the Constitution and do, as best as
communities without harming anyone. We have
Phone 9016839099
turned the corner toward marriage equality in
possible, what isright. I believethatsigning this
Toll
Free: 877—683—9099 .
this country and there‘s no turning back.... We‘re
legislation is the right thing to do.""
'
Fax
9016839549
ready to join with many others to fight back
at the ballot box and restore the promise of
f karen@sheaweaIthmanagementcom
Subscribe to the new
the California Constitution to provide equality
under the law foreveryone.... This is what a civil
Triangle Journal
Securities andinvestmentadvrsory sewice0
rights movement looks like: We move forward,
~"
at
1 throughLPL FinanCial member of FlNRA/SIPCV a
we get pushed back, we get stronger and keep
www.mglcc.org
moving forward."
§
equality

&

Karen B. Shea CFP®
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Know When To Stop Before You Start.® Gambling Problem? Call 1—800—522—4700. ©2009, Harrah‘s License Company, LLC.
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Or, the line is too long at the DMV
by Elizabeth Flanders Pitts

Ah, June. The wedding season. The time
e
when folks‘ hearts turn to mushy puddles
on the floor at the sight of a couple
«walking down the aisle, confident that they will
spend the rest of their lives as absolutely in love
as they are in that moment. The time when gift—
shop marketing bedecks itself in its loveliest,
daintiest pastel colors so that we all might know
it‘s time to purchase the appropriate gift wrap.
Sunday morning worshippers arrive at church
amidst the crunch of birdseed under their feet —
from Saturday‘s nuptials, and sermons stem from
the joyous, consecrated love of.. well you know.
«\ man and a woman.
I‘ve had it with this junk, and that5not a bitter
divorcee talking. This is the voice of a woman
<who‘s fed up with hearing about the things I‘m
supposed to want and the things other humans
shouldn‘t have. I‘m sick to death of marriage
being a debate, of Freedom of Religion being
an exclusionary tactic, and of politicians‘ cop
outs about "civil unions" as though there‘s a way
to continue the conversation without ending
up at a point where some relationships are less
valuable than others.
I was married to a wonderful man in a church
ceremony, conducted by a capable, faithful
minister. That was 13 years ago, and it was lovely.
Afterward, the minister executed the power

vested in him by the State of Oklahoma and
signed an official government document stating
that we could be together forever and get tax
breaks and health care benefits and if one of us
died, the other would get our stuff. I have some
friends who were married in a civil ceremony in
front of a judge, and their piece of paper doesn‘t
say anything different. That‘s a civil union, and we
already have those in our country. It‘s just valid,
however, for a man and a woman.
Interestingly enough, the civil union into
which my friends entered before a judge,
involving. no prayers or mention of God, is
recognized by their church as a valid marriage.
Don‘t think about that too long or your head will
start to hurt. Try to stop thinking about the fact
that a church — many of which demand a marriage
ceremony in order to have God—approved sex — is
okay with God not actually being on the menu;
your marriage is still okay because you have a
government—issued document.
There are those who contend that the
government should not be allowed to issue
pieces of paper (such as my husband and I
received) that legally bind two people of the
same sex because the same—sex couples are
acting against religious teachings and morality.
But I‘m here to tell you: when we got our piece of
paper 13 years ago, no government employee ever

asked what our religion was or what our morals
were. The government really doesn‘t care. We had
a blood test, but that didn‘t tell anyone whether
or not we ever bore false witness or coveted our
neighbor‘s ass.
And I think that should work both ways. I
honestly believe that anyone who wants to should
stand before any God and These Witnesses and
declare their intention to stay Together Forever
and Ever. Go for it. There are plenty of churches
who will allow homosexuals to do so as well. | just
don‘t think that THAT ceremony should entitle
a couple to get the government‘s sanction. I do
think, however, that anyone who wants to should
stand before a government employee and say
"We‘d like a piece of paper, please, that says we‘re
together," and thenceforth be entitled to tax
breaks, health care coverage and inheritance.
Marriage is a good thing. Marriage sanctifies
the bond that two people have, and I highly
recommend it (for anyone except me). But |
don‘t think a church ceremony should be a legal
proceeding. I think that in order to have a bond
in the eyes of the law, everyone should have to
see the judge; no religious entity should have
anything to do with it. And in exchange, the
government can promiseto stay out of religious
ceremony. Seems like a good enough deal to me.
Who needs to sign off on it?

TRIANGLE SPORTS

Supporting

sports is wise community investment

Commentary byJamie R. Griffin
BA Now!" said the signs hanging on

4

N buildings and nestled in yards,like political
banners, throughout Memphis and Shelby
County. The year was 2001 and momentum was
building for Memphis to land its first NBA franchise.
Yet there were those adamantly opposed to
the idea. One of their main objections was the
$250 million dollar price tag for the mandated

NBA standards. In good conscience, how could
a city with so many pressing needs, particularly
child education and health care, even consider
spending a dime on anything so seemingly
frivolous?
We all know howthe story ended. A
franchise looking to leave the Vancouver
area was purchased, and the team moved to
Memphis. But a pleasantly surprising thing
happened. Local leaders learned
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that investment in sports franchises
and the educational and charitable
needs of the city do not have
to be mutually exclusive. In fact,
they actually go hand and hand in
Memphis and Shelby County, and
several organizations have proven —
this.
The Memphis Redbirds, for
example, were the first pro franchise
run and operated by a non—
profit organization. The Redbirds
foundation continues to invest

‘_
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C

arena that would have to be built to keep with

donations
benefitting the city through the RBI (Returning
Baseball to the Inner—city) and Stripes (Sports _
Teams Returning in the Public Education System)
programs.
In football, former Tennessee Volunteer
quarterback and current NFL star Peyton Manning
has been generous with his giving which has
topped $500,000 dollars to date. Of that amount,
$135,330 was given to 31 different organizations
in Tennessee. Five of those organizations are
located in Memphis (Hattiloo Theatre, Bridges
USA, Junior Achievement, MIFA and Memphis
Bears Youth Sports Programs).
Manning isn‘t the only NFL player with a
giving spirit. His teammate and former Cordova
High standout Michael Coe recently gave his high
school alma mater $5,000 to improve the weight
room for the football team. The NFL matched
his gift.
And let‘s remember the Tenessee Titans. The
state‘s NFL team honors a high school football
coach as "coach of the week" during the gridiron
in the community with charitable

Continued on page 20
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GomgGaga
The

bisexualbombshell vows to never walkout on us. But those breasts? They‘ve got a mindof their own.

by Chris Azzopardi
s if it needed to, a text to Lady Gaga
, told her she had arrived. As far as her
dance—grooves go, she‘s cha—chinged
two hit singles — the gay—loved club jams "Just
— Dance" and "Poker Face," both top—10 songs.
But this message wasn‘t talking about her
tunes. This was about Lady Gaga: Trendsetter.
She was overseas, where she had been for a_
couple of months before gabbing with us last
=_ week, when the text popped up on hercell. It was
— from herfriend (and once—collaborative partner),
NewYorkCity hard—rock DJ Lady Starlight, who
spotted somebody on the subway wearing a
black hoodie, tights and square sunglasses.
Sound familiar?
"I was laughing," giggles Gaga, from her
Los Angeles apartment, regarding the imitator
mimicking her outrageous everything—goes
style. And that‘s not the first (we‘retalking to you,
Christina Aguilera). "I‘mnot making videos and
fashion statements just for myself. It‘s leading my
internal desire — or external, rather — to change
things.So I‘m quite pleased."
That fuzzy feeling extends to her seemingly
infinite won—over gays, who can‘t seem to go gaga
enough over the 22—year—old vixen. Just so you
‘know, it‘s mutual. "I adore the gay community so
much,"shesays. "My commitment is to continue to
play gayclubs no matter howbig andsuccessful
the project gets. I think sometimes artists, as
they begin to fill bigger and bigger venues, they
forget where they came from. I‘ll never do that.u
She grew up in NewYork, where she was raised
— as a good Italian who‘d sing along on her mini—
— plastic tape recorder to Michael Jackson and
Cyndi Lauper. She learned piano by ear at 4. At 13
shewrote herfirst piano ballad. A year later came
open mic nights. Gays just wanted to squeeze her,. .
and while enrolled in acting and dance classes,

she buddied up with many of
them: "I was always surrounded
by gay men and women."
Then, at 20, she was signed to
Interscope Records, writing
songs — she recently compared
doing so to barebacking in
Blender Magazine — for thecat
Dolls before her almost—gold—
certified debut, The Fame, was
released last year.
Now she‘s got Ellen
DeGeneres dancmg to her
music.
"You know she‘s seen my
boobs?"Gaga nonchalantly says.
"When I was sound checking to
do the performance on her.
show, I had on a blazer with no.
bra and my dancers hoisted me
into a lift for the second verse;
my boobs popped out. | was
so embarrassed. And she was
laughing.
:
;
We‘ve all seen bits and
pieces — enough to make her
‘chest a puzzle, pretty much. But
in her just—released "LoveGame i
video — "very gay," she calls it —
she does more than show off her
assets. She has a lezzy lip—lock.
And unlike Katy Perry, it didn‘t
take no cherry ChapStick to get
her there: "It‘s not a secret," she
laughs "I‘ve kissed manygirls."
To show her lesbian love, she‘ll perform‘at
gay—getaway Dinah Shores Weekend during her
first 23—date headlining tour,"Fame Ball." It‘s going
to be really gay," insists Gaga, who‘s opened up for
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Madonna and Britney

"My rebellion is rooted much deeperin my
heart than my Catholic school upbringing," she f
says, lacing the rebuttal with a sarcastic laugh."In .
another way, | don‘t really look at what I‘m doing:
© as rebellion as much as it is = it‘s freeing and it‘s
that liberating. It‘s just me, if that makes any sense. It‘s
pa
with immense pride."
just where | feel comfortable."
Gay, and sweat—
Much like Sundays, when the Italian (born —
stimulating hot. And her Stefani Joanne Germanotta) sometimes eats
parents are cool with it — her _ macaroni with her parents. Before sel’ectingot-her y*
mom is more interested in. native dishes she digs, she laughs for a few seconds, _>
her artistry (those shoes! noting that her roomy and friend is laughing at her __
that hair!) than some girl— because, "She knows I‘m biting my tongue to say
on—girl action — much to the something terribly, terribly sexuall’
s
surpriseof drama—digging
Andthen she feedsus her faves — so difficult, __
journalists who ask this she says — naming fresh gravy, meatballs and
questionas if what Gaga‘s sausage: "A good Italian girl loves sausage
C
doing is sinful. For a former
Bad girls, too.

thecat Dolls and New Kids on
the Block. "Everything that |
do is verygay. And I say

Catholic schoolgirl, maybe
]— but, hey,it worked for
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COMMUNITY

BLACK

FRIDAY JUNE19,2009 AT3PM
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|
ie COMMUNITYCENTER

JOIN US AS WE TALK To
LOCALBLACK
|_
PASTORS AND PARENTS
ABOUT WHY THETOPIC OF
BLACK HOMOSEXUALITY Is TABOO.

The Little Dog
Laughed
A fun romp opens this month at _
The Circuit Playhouse
by Andrew Moore
es, we love the cinema for its great auteurs,
Ylts glorious faces and its daring images. But ———
in this tabloid age where big stars go on
Oprah and jump around like heartsick schoolboys,
what we really love is all that dish! The players
here include a hard—driving Hollywood agent,
her budding screen idol client, a sexy young
drifter, and the drifter‘s naive, needy girlfriend.
The Little Dog Laughed follows the adventures of
Mitchell Green, a movie star who could make it
big if it weren‘t for one teensy—weensy problem.
His agent, Diane, can‘t seem to keep him in the
closet. Trying to help him navigate Hollywood‘s
choppy waters, the devilish Diane is doing all she
can to keep Mitchell away from the cute rent boy
who‘s caught his eye and the rent boy‘s girlfriend.
"Big fun and an out—and—out delight. Don‘t be
surprised after seeing it that you giggle in your
dreams." — NY Daily News:
Directed by Jerry Chipman (Doubt, Orson‘s
Shadow), The Little Dog Laughed stars Resident
Company Member Irene Crist (Third, Romeo &
Juliet, The Glass Menagerie), John Moore, and
Associate Company Members DJ Hill (Third,
Romeo & Juliet, The History Boys) and Megan Stein
(Into the Woods, Seussical, 1776).
The Little Dog Laughed runs at The Circuit
Playhouse June 12?" — July 12", 2009, Thursdays
through Saturdays at 8pm & Sundays at 2pm.
The Pay—What—You—Can performance is Thursday,
June 18" at 8pm. The Circuit Playhouse is located
at 1705 Poplar Avenue in Midtown. For more
information, or to make reservations, please
call 901—726—4656 or visit our webSIte at www.
playhouseonthesquare.org.
The Little Dog Laughed is sponsored by Gene
& Carol Katz and by an Anonymous Company.

Please note
J

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
NATASHA BURNETT—HOLMES —
AT
NATASHABURNETT5@YAHOO.COM
OR
| THEOUTLOOKMEMPHIS@YAHOO.COM.
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EXPLICIT

THEATRE

ADVISORY

The Little Dog Laughed
contains male nudity.

TRIANGLE FILM AND LITERATURE

Between

Love & Goodbye

by Carl S. Smith
ove conquers all, or does it? It‘s love at first sight when Marcel (Justin Tensen), a French immigrant
and struggling actor meets Kyle (Simon Miller), a struggling musician in the midst of launching
his fledgling rock star career. It‘s Marcel and Kyle against the world, and with love on their side,
they can make it over any obstacle that comes their way, or so it seems, because the obstacles seem
to grow day by day. Marcel and lesbian best friend Sarah (Jane Elliott) work to get Marcel‘s American
citizenship with the age—old solution, the sham marriage. As if the threat of deportation isn‘t bad
enough for the young lovers, along comes April, Kyle‘s problem—ridden, self—absorbed sister. As a former
prostitute who takes sarcasm to a whole new level (the stratosphere), April is extremely possessive
of Kyle and immediately sets out to sabotage Marcel and Kyle‘s relationship. Filled with jealousy and
selfishness, April wastes no time with her attempts at driving a wedge between Kyle and Marcel.
Reminiscing about their childhood days, April plays on Kyle‘s sympathetic nature to monopolize his
— time and attention while playing the victim each time Marcel tries to convince Kyle to see his sibling
for the troublemaker she is. Kyle, on the other hand, consistently allows April to intervene in his
relationship with Marcel and comes to her defense in disputes with Marcel. Love, anger, jealousy, and
betrayal take the couple‘s relationship to the land of indifference, where true love and commitment
are momentarily shadowed by infidelity.
Between Love & Goodbye director Casper Andreas gives us a story that is all—too familiar to couples
who may or may not have been able to survive this relationship storm. The main characters are
interesting on their own, but in my opinion, Jane Elliott steals every scene in which she appears.
Her dialogue seems to have a little better flow than the rest of the characters. Overall, the story is
believable, and will stir many emotions. Given a choice between your partner and your family, whom
would you choose?

Is This

Him?

It just might be ... if you‘re into vampires
by Len Piechowski

s This Him? is the first literary enterprise by budding author and gay Memphian Kenan Gilmore, whose
initial effort strives to be many things to many people.
First, it‘s a romp through the African—American same—gender—loving party scene. The main character,
Camron, hits the nightlife of Atlanta to celebrate a birthday party for his A.C.E. (Accompanying Compadre
of Excellence) that turns out to be much more than he anticipated. Out looking for "a whole new litter to
pick a dog from," he meets a stripper named Fire that turns out to be one hot encounter.
But this is also a story of love and abuse. Camron‘s longtime partner, Damien, is physically abusive.
During one very brutal fight, Camron knifes himduring a beating and injures him seriously. The violence
is quite jarring. I could have done without it. Butit‘s the reality of so many relationships, and it all too often —
gets swept under the carpet After dealing with this not—so—fanciful reality, Camron‘s story rapidly changes
gears as the reader is next catapulted into a fantasy world of vampires, teleportation and explicit sexual
encounters. When he meets Carlos, aka the vampire Menkauhor, Camron begins to realize that this is the
"him" he has been desiring.
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It‘s a good story. Unfortunately, Gilmore‘s editor let him down and letsome typos slip through. That might
be an unfortunate distraction if you‘re
grammar conscious. Nevertheless, it‘s©
worth
your time.
With each flyer presented on The OutFlix LGBT Film Festival
Is This Him? by Kenan Gilmore
Night, Chili‘s will donate 10% of the sales youbring in to your
organization. Let us do the cooking and support
the OutFlix
was
published by Publish America.
:
serpy anne
in 2009. It is a very quick read at only
‘
The OutElix LGBT Film Festival Night is:
122 pages. Perfect for a rainy Saturday .
wane
f
v2
afternoon!
*

Film Festival
NIGHT!

Give Back Night flyer required with each check to receive cre
I
included in donation amount witout flyer. Offer only valid on the date and location stated above.
I Donations will not be given on sales made prior to or past this date.
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Meet the author and get a signed
copy of this novel at a book signing
scheduled for Saturday June 20, from
1:00pm — 2:30pm at Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center as part of —
our pride celebration!
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In ance continued from page 3

According to the Human Rights Campaign,
103 cities and counties nationwide prohibit
employment discrimination on the basrs of
gender identity in employment.
__
TEP, the lead organization behind thenon—
discrimination ordinance is a nonpartisan:
organizationwhose goals are to promote equality
j throughoutTennessee and to serve as advocates
of change by:
___+ fighting any legislation in the State of
Tennessee that would endanger the rights of gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender citizens
+_ actively pursue measures that would
—— provide protection for the LGBT community at
both the local and state levels
+_ educating citizens on the importance of —
_ lobbying their elected officials
f
+_ providing the resources and training to
assist through statewide initiatives _
The Shelby County Committee of the
Tennessee Equality Project meets monthly.
_For more information, e—mail ShelbyCounty@ —
~ tnequalityproject.com or visit the TEP web site
at www.TNEP.org.Look for the TEP booth at the
Mid—South Pride Festival.
|
>

StOn ewa I I continued frompage 1 J =
Many major corporations arefully inclusive, With some prOViding full partnerbeneﬁtsAt least f
two offer medical insurance thatcovers gender reassignment.
:
Though the American Psychiatric Association declared that homosexuality was not amental
ilIness in 1973, and medical research indicates that homosexuality is as biological in its roots as
heterosexuality, there are still great challenges. Programs such as Love In Actionstill peddle the
fraudulent "conversion therapy." We still encounter nurses and physicians that either refuse totreat ——
LGBT clients or havelittle understanding ofthespecial needs of LGBT:people:
Matthew Shepard‘s murder woke a sleeping nation to hate crimes perpetrated on sexual minorities
yet the bullying, beatings, rapes and murders continue. Although advocates have been educating
communities in the U.S. for years, we still see newspapers and other publicationsto perpetuate hate
either through supposed fact—basedstories or commentary from editors and the public.
The blood spilled 40 years ago has notbeen in vain. Had it not been for The Stonewall Riots, there
may have been no Human Rights Campaign, Lambda Legal Defense, or, closer to home, Tennessee
IEquality Project and Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Ce The dream of the Stonewallers:
remains alive. The torch will continue to be carried until full civil rights and equality for LGBT citizens
is attained.

VOI U “tee
S continued from page 11
growing memberships. Many in these organizations have set thetone forthedecades andeven —
generations to come by stepping outSIde the community to lend their volunteeringspirit to the
homeless, hungry and those in need.
They are starting food pantries, soup kitchens, coat and clothing drives and a variety ofother efforts ©
for anyone in need. Through their work, they are showingfellow Americans that our communitycares
about this country andthat we are a part ofit even if there are those who conSIder and worktowards _ —_
making us anything but a part.

Tra n q U I I Ity continued from page 3
the county. Passing this ordinance would add
Shelby County to a long and growing list of
cities, counties and a majority of Fortune 500
companies who already provide respect and
protection for their valued employees who
happen tobe LGBT. .
By passing this ordinance Shelby County
can send a strong message to the world that we
— don‘t tolerate discrimination and that we value
all productive, creative, law—abiding citizens who
want to live in our community. Researchconfirms
— that creative people and businesses are attracted
to tolerant communities. We can make Shelby
County more attractive to these businesses by —

S pO rtS continued from page 16

protecting our own citizens.
Tennessee Equality Project, which has been _
leading the charge on this effort, is joined by many
‘organizations in town that support equal rights,
such as Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center. You can help this effort by writingletters
. to the Shelby CountyCommissioners in support >
of passing the ordinance. For more information &

£

._ see www.mglec.org.
;
Hopefully, we can help our friends to be
—

afraid no longer
ile antes,

season, with a donation sent to the recipient‘s school.
The PGA Tour rolls into the Bluff City for the St. Jude Classic every year with several notable golfers
making the trip, including two—time Memphis winner Justin Leonard. Considering the event takes
places during the awful heat of Memphis summers, something greater than the game itself is needed
to draw the pros to Memphis. "The kids," said Leonard, who enjoysshowing St. Jude patients how to —
improve their golf putt. "There is no better cause in the world," he said about the event beneﬁCIary, s
the St. Jude Children‘s Research Hospital. __
se
In the local GLBT community, the Blues Bash softballtournamenthas donated a total of$4800
dollars since 2005 to Memphis Gay & lesbian Community Center, while the St. Patrick‘s Invitational
Tournament, a local bowling event, donated $1200 iin 2004 and contributed the proceeds from the f
tournament‘s hospitality suite this year.
Back to that professional basketball team in Memphis: In April, the Memphis Grizzlies teamed ___
up with Toyotato build a brand new playground at Bruce Elementary School. They‘ve also started _
the Grizzlies‘ Academy, a school that provides high school children, age 15—17, who are two years
behind their graduation schedule a chance to catch up. The Grizzlies totalcharitable: contributions

to the greater Memphis area is
estimated at $21 million dollars —

since their arrival in 2001. You
don‘t have to be a math major to
figure out that the presence of the
Grizzlies‘ andothersports teams
or events in the area is a win—win
situation.
§
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TRIANGLE TRAVELER

:

Amsterdam, Netherlands
by Andrew Collins
Few European cities have more to offer

lesbian and gay travelers than the
remarkably forward—thinking and tolerant
city of Amsterdam. Even better, a combination
of consistently reasonable airfares, direct flights
from myriad North American cities, and palatable
prices for most goods and services makes this
compact, scenic city of about 750,000 residents
one of the great world capitals for GLBT visitors.
It‘s extremely easy to explore Amsterdam on
foot, as the majority of the city‘s key attractions
and most diverting neighborhoods lie in the city
center, withinrelatively short walking distance of
most hotels. You can also travel by public tram, or
grab a taxi — fares for the latter run about 9 to 12
Euros for most trips within the City Center.
A good strategy for taking in the city is to
begin at the central Dam Square and work your
© way around the city center, passing through some
of the other main squares, such as the Leidseplein
and Rembrandtplein. Be sure to plan visits to the
city‘s most esteemed repositories of art, the Van
Gogh Museum and the Rijksmuseum. Although
the enormous main section of the latter has been
closed for some time for renovations, a significant
chunk of the collection — including some of the
most important works — are on exhibit in the
museum‘s Philips wing.
No visit to Amsterdam is complete without
a tour of the poignant Anne Frank House, which
is close to the Joordan district, a warren of
narrow lanes lined with cozy cafes and engaging
boutiques. Close by the Anne Frank House is the
Homomonument, a memorial consisting of three
pink granite triangles remembering the lives of
lesbians and gays persecuted throughout history,
and especially during World War II. It overlooks
Keizersgracht Canal. A few feet away, the Pink
Point kiosk is a small but well—stocked GLBT gift
and bookshop, and also an excellent place to grab
free brochures on nightlife and obtain advice on
what to see and do.
On the east side of city center the Rembrandt
House offers one of the more fascinating
museum experiences in Amsterdam. Nearby, a
branch of Russia‘s famed Hermitage museum has
just opened inside a late—17th—century building
overlooking the Amstel River.
If you‘re a fan of shopping, be sure to walk
along Kalverstraat to find most of the leading
. department stores, and hit Leidsestraat and PC.
Hooftstraat to find dozens of slick boutiques
and fashion shops showing the styles of some
of Europe‘s leading designers. Other areas
that have considerable sway among shoppers
include the narrow lanes of the Joordan,
bustling Utrechtsestraat, and the blocks around
Waterlooplein, near the Rembrandt House. For
one—stop shopping, don‘t miss the trendy De

Bijenkorf department store, which carries a whole
contemporary Continental food), and the pulsing
slew of top labels.
disco, Exit. In the heart of Spuistraat‘s gay red—light
Amsterdams restaurant scene has improved
district, Prik is a fashionable and festive spot that
markedly in recent years, with quite a few places
draws a mixed—gender bunch — in good weather
serving healthier and lighter food than you‘d
you‘ll see the crowd spill out onto the street,
have typically found in the Netherlands a decade
especially during the early evening hours.
#
ago. In the gay—popular Reguliersdwaarstraat
Fans of leather bars should stroll along
district, Het Tuynhuis is one of the most refined
Warmoesstraat, just north of Dam Square, and
restaurants in the city — the elegant spot serves
check out the Argos and the super—cruisy late—
first—rate modern Mediterranean—French food,
night favorite, the Cockring. Among favorite
such as rack of lamb with sausages, lentils, and
locals hangouts, try Amstel Taveerne and Le
fresh spring vegetables.
Montmartre. Both of these places draw a friendly
The gay—trendy Getto, which is along the
all—ages, mixed—gender crowd and have a
lovably seedy and leather—orientedWarmoesstraat,
convivial, almost campy vibe. Another laid—back
is an inviting spot that‘s known as much among
but somewhat more cruisy option is De Spijker,
see—and—be—seen types for sipping cocktails as
which is conveniently close to the city‘s famous
for tasty food, from camp—themed burgers (try
gay bathhouse, Thermos.
the Priscilla, with mozzarella, tomato, basil, and
Alas, the lesbian nightlife scene in Amsterdam
pesto—mayo) to more elaborate daily specials
leaves something to be desired, although womert
featuring seafood and wild game. Frenzi a lively
are quite welcome — if in the minority — at virtually
corner trattoria at the hip and charming corner of
all of the bars mentioned above, except for the
Staalstraat and Zwanenburgwal). The restaurant
leather haunts along Warmoesstraat. Twomixed
is close to Waterlooplein and the cluster of gay
gay/lesbian bars of note are the long—running
bars along the opposite shore of the Amstel River.
Saarein, in the Jordaan, and the art deco—style
There‘s an excellent list of Italian wines, and here
Vive—La—Vie, near the camp bars by the Amstel
you can dine on superb rustic fare, including
River.
pastas and grills. If you‘re with a friend, order the
One of the more cosmopolitan hostelries
ginormous antipasti platter.
in the city, the Dylan Amsterdam occupies a
Justaround the corner from Homomonument,
stunning 17th—century building on the prestigious
the restaurant Werck is another stellar option, set
Keizergracht, one of the most picturesque of
in a charming coach house and serving globally
the city‘s 165 canals. The 41 rooms and suites,
inspired haute cuisine, such as tuna sashimi with
however, feel distinctly modern, with bold color
ginger—soy glaze, and smoked duck salad with
schemes and sleek furnishings. The hotel‘s Dylan
mango—raspberry vinaigrette. You‘ll also find
Restaurant serves top—notch East—meets—West
several excellent Indonesian, Thai, and other
cuisine. If you‘re seeking a sumptuous old—world
International restaurants throughout the city
experience, check into the vaunted Grand Hotel
center. Indonesian food is a major specialty in
Krasnapolsky, a stately Belle Epoque property
the Netherlands, and one of the best — and most
overlooking the central Dam Square.
— stylish — places to sample it is Selecta, a smartly
For sheer luxury, it‘s hard to beat the Hotel
furnished eatery just around the corner from the
Okura, run by an upscale Japanese chain that‘s
Reguliersdwaarstraat gay—nightlife strip.
known for outstanding service. The hotel, which
There are plenty of places throughout the city
occupies oneof the tallest buildings in the cityf
to grab a light lunch, among them Spanjer & van
recently completed a quite grand refurbishment
Twist, near the Homomonument, and Downtown,
of its rooms and bathrooms — the tubs and
a quite gay—popular spot along bustling _ showers now have spectacular views through tall
Reguliersdwaarstraat. On Utrechtsestraat, fans
windows (ask for a room on a high floor facing
ofjava should duck into the Koffee Salon, a comfy
the city center).
place with hardwood floors
and plenty of seating (plus
— MASSAGE —
free WiFi). You can relax here
with friends while sipping
cA
some of the best coffee in
the city, plus outstanding
chocolates and snacks.
Amsterdam‘s trendiest
gay bars and clubs are set
along Reguliersdwarsstraat.
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
These include such hip
hangouts bars as April, Soho,
IN/OUT CALLS
and ARC (which is also a
GIFT CERTIFICATES
BY APPOINTMENT
restaurant serving very good
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June 7
Bluff City Sports
Association softball
games atWillow
Fields 1 pm
MGLCC Board of
Directors meeting
at 1:30 pm
June 14
«Bluff City Sports
Association softball
games at Willow
_Fields 1 pm
TEP Non—
discrimination
ordinance
Information session
at 2 pm at MGLCC

June 1
Non—discrimination
ordinance read at
County Commission
meeting
June 15
Non—discrimination
ordinance read at
County Commission
meeting
June 29
Final reading and
vote on Non—
discrimination
ordinance by County
Commission
|
Every

Pb
Mid—South
Pride Kickoff Cookout
at Crossroads — 5 pm
June 21

Q] Black Pride Picnic
all day in Overton
Park
Bluff City Sports
Association softball
games atWillow
Fields 1 pm

Monday
Women‘s Rugby Club
practice 6:30 pm at
Tobey Fields
Showtune Mondays
at Dish at 7 pm.
Second
& Fourth
Mondays
Perpetual Transition —
transgender support
group meets at
7:30 pm at MGLCC

OUT.
FOR JUNE 2009

June 9
Karaoke Contest at
MGLCC — 7 pm

Every Tues
Phoenix AA (Open
AA group) Grace—St.
Luke‘s Church, 1790
Peabody at 8 pm
The Caring Group:
Relaxation and
destressing by subtle
energy practices at
Holy Trinity UCC
at 7 pm
Lesbians with Breast
Cancer support
group at YWCA, 766
S. Highland at 7 pm
Singles Dart
Tournament at
Crossroads 7:45 pm

Wednesday
HIV testing at MGLCC
©6:00—9:00 pm_

Every
Please see our
online calendar at
www.mglec.org
for changes and
additions.

jeatré, wl
Company at8 pm _

‘QueerAsYouth at .
MGLCC7—9 pm

[U Black Pride kick:
off PJ Party atthe
Artisan Hotel —

Laurinda Brown‘s:
Walk Like A Man
at Southwest
_ Tennessee
Community College

at Emerald

Second
Wednesday
TEP meeting at
Quetzal at 6:30 pm

Please send your
events and activities
to editors@
timemphis.com for
monthly publication
in
Day In Day Out

Every
Thursday
Women‘s Rugby
practice 6:30 pm at
Tobey Fields
Cotton Pickin‘
Squares at Prescott
Church at 7:00 pm
Karaoke at
Dru‘s Place at 9 pm

Friday _
Karaoke at
Dru‘s Place at 9 pm
First Congo Films at _
First Congregational
‘Church at 7 &9 p.m.
Seriously Sober at
Holy Trinity UCC at
8:00 pm

June 27
MGLCC Inaugural
Golf Tournament
Cordova Country
Club at 8 am

Drag Show at
Crossroads at 11 pm

MGLCC‘s Outflix presents

Filj denotes Pride event

Were The World Mine
Malico‘s Studio On the Square
Wednesday, June 17, 8:00PM
Tickets on sale now
at MGLCC — 892 South Cooper

tod
is sill
spealksmg,

$9 for the film
$5 also gets your name in a
drawing for great prizes worth %
at least $100 !!!
This film has won many
awards, including Best Feature
Film, 2008 Outflix Film Festival

a 1&3pr IQ BALL
: l

(aye
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Come see the GAY
"Midsummer Nights Dream"
musical that has been
all the rage at
film festivals across the world!

OMMUNITY RESOURCES
¥ Indicates Triangle Journal

Mid—South Equality: wwwgeocmescom/

Bob Loos, MS, LPC—MHSP: Indiwdual

midsouth_equality
couples, & family therapy for anxiety,
___ Mid—South Pride, Inc.: Mail to 111 S. _ depression, relationships sexual identity
a>~ distribution points&
Highland Ave., Suite 322, Memphis, TN
issues: (901) 581—9898
38111 — 685 S. Highland, 3rd Floor — (901) _
414—2197 — Fax: (901) 592—6635 — info@
Pleaseletus[mow ifyour.
midsouthpride.org — www.midsouthpride. FOOD,
RESTAURANTS,
AND
contact information changes so
org
COFFEE
| thatwecankeepourcommumty __ NikeTN GLBTF Network: Daniel. _ ¥Bluff City Coffee Shop: 505 S. Main _

its updated with __.
saccuratemformatzon 3
Thanks]
&
"as
editors@tjmempbjs.com 5

BARS
—¥ 901 Complex 136Webster St. s (001)
522—8457
V Backstreet Memphis: 2018 Court St.,
(901) 276—5522
¥Crossroads: 1278 Jefferson Ave., (901).
272—8801
f
_ ¥Dru‘s Place: 1474 Madison Ave., (901)
©275—8082 —
.._¥ Lorenz /
AfterShock: 1528 Madison
Ave., (901) 274—8272
¥ Metro Memphis: 1349 Autumn, (901)
274—8010
:
¥ Pumping Station: 1382 Poplar Ave.,
(901) 272—7600
R
~— Vault, 529 S. Highland, 525—6203

BOOKS
¥ Borders: 6685 Poplar Pike
¥ Burke‘s: 936 South Cooper
=. ¥ Davis—Kidd: 387 Perkins
¥ Memphis Public Library
Poplar

3030

COMMUNITY GROUPS
_. Blue Suede Bears of Memphis, Inc.: 41
=S. Morrison — www.bluesuedebears.com
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
square dance club meets Thurs., 7 pm
Prescott Church — 961 Getwell
AF: Leather/Levi group, 698 Pope Dt.,
Bartlett 38112
~ FedEx: LGBT &—Fnencs Network at
— FedEx: Igbt@fedex.com or Intranet:

”(Keyword TGBIT———
'
. Initiative:Fairness (political committee
of MGLCC: IF@mglec.org; www.mglee.
2 org/ IF
§
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
_ Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 — (901)
335—MAGY — www.
¥ Memphis Center for Independent
._ Living — 726—6404 —
*

j ¥ Memphis Gay &Lesbian Community —
Center (MGLCC): 892 S. Cooper St.,
(901) 278—6422 Web site: wwwmglec.org
Memphis Stonewall Democrats:
_
P.O. Box 42242, Memphis, TN 38104
www. memphisstonewalldemocrats org
mphsstonewalldem@yahoo com..

—

forrest@n1ke com office: 901.547.8217
VBogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle
Olive Branch Gay & Lesbian Christians
PI. — (901) 272—0022
f
— Fellowship: —meeting:first: Tuesday — ¥ Cafe Eclectic: 603 N. McLean
7 PM — discussion and fellowship
¥ Cafe Ole: 959 South Cooper 274—1504
location: Holy Cross — 8230 Highway
¥ High Point Coffee: 9077 Poplar Ave.
178 — Olive Branch MS 38654 — (662)
¥ High Point Coffee: 1680 Union Ave.
895—5029 on the web at http://www.
¥ India Palace: 1720 Poplar
meetup.com/The—Olive—Branch—Gay—
¥ Java Cabana: 210 Young
Lesbian—Christians—Fellowship/ admin@ _ ¥. Molly‘s: 2006 Madison
holycrossolivebranch.org
¥ Otherlands: 641 South Cooper
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
¥ Pie in the Sky: 2158 Young Avenue
& Gays (PFLAG) Memphis, TN
¥ Quetzal: 668 Union Ave.
— (901) 268—2511—
pflagmemphis@
¥ Sean‘s Cafe/ Smooth Moves: 1651
pflagmemphis.org
Union
Parents, Families, & Friends of Lesbians
¥ Sweet: 938 S. Cooper.
& Gays (PFLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 —
¥ Wild Oats: 522 Poplar

—

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
¥ Dabbles: 19 North Cooper
¥ Hi Gorgeous: 1475 Madison
‘¥ Inz and Outz: 553 South Cooper (901)
728—6535
¥ The Studio: 629 South Cooper
¥Paggios Hair Salon: (901) 274—3944
¥ Tear It Up: 895 S. Cooper
¥ Movies and More: 3129 Poplat, .
323—3251
Underground Art 2287 Young Ave *

SPIRITUALITY
Balmoral Presbyterian 6413 Quince
Sunday School 9:30 am Worship 11:00 am
767—7510 or www.balmoralpc.com —
¥ First Congregational Church: Worship
Service: Sun. 10:30 ame 1000 S. Cooper St.
6") (901) 278—6786
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Worship, 11 am * 166 Poplar Ave. — (901)

525—5619

Holy Cross Episcopal Church: Worship
(901) 664—6614 — burtren@aeneas.com
services: Sunday 10 AM — discussion at
PFLAG Oxford/North Mississippi:
HEALTH SERVICES
9 AM Small groups — 8230 Highway 178
Meets the third Thursday of every month. American Cancer Society: 1—800—227—
— Olive Branch MS 38654 — (662) 895—
Johnson Commons room 203 (Isom
2345 — 24 hour hotline
5029 on the web at www.HolyCrossOB.org
Center) 7 p.m. — (662) 816—2142 — PO Box Community HIV Network — 2400 Poplar,
admin@holycrossolivebranch.org
ms
2142 Oxford, MS — wwwgeocities.com/
Suite 500: 287—4750. _
¥ Holy Trinity United Church of Christ: ___ __
pflag_oxfordnorthms
¥ Friends For Life: HIV/AIDS service
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am; Bible study: ———
Perpetual Transition: A support and
organization — 43 N. Cleveland, (901) 272—
Wed. 7 pm — 685 S. Highland — (901) 320—
social group for transgender people of all
0855 — www. friendsforlifecorp.org
9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org
varieties and non—trans allies. — clanham@
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
memphis.edu. — www.groups.yahoo.com/
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave. — (901) 274—
Worship, 6:30 pm; Dinner, 7:00 pm; — __
group
3550
Meeting 7:30pm — c/o Calvary Episcopal
Shelby County Committee of Tennessee
Phoenix
EveryTuesdayevening
Church, 102 N. 2nd — (901) 525—6602
Equality _ Project:
shelbycounty@
at Grace St. Luke‘s Church at 8pm. _
Living
Word Christian
Church:
tnequalityproject.com
Planned Parenthood Greater Memphis
Worship Service Sun. 9:30 am * 1015 —
Stonewall Tigers: University of Memphis
Region: 1407 Union—Suite 300 — Memphis,
S. Cooper — (901) 485—0949 — www.~
c/o Stonewall Tigers, 2522 Campus Postal
_TN 38104 — phone: (901)725—1717 web:
livingwordchristianchurch.net
Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521 —
www
Memphis Friends (Quakers): Sunday
stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
Seriously Sober: AA meeting at Holy
11:00am — 3387 Walnut Grove — (901) 324—
Tennessee Equality Project works for the
Trinity United Church of Christ 685 South
3500 — memphisfriends.org
equality of LGBT persons through the
Highland every Friday evening at 8 pm.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists
establishment of fair and equitable laws.
& Humanists: (901) 327—2677 —
Meets every second Wednesday at 6:30
memphisgalah@yahoo.com
pro at Quetzal.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
¥ Neshoba Unitarian Universalist —
Tennessee Leather Tribe Gay mens/
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: 1—888—340—
Church: (901) 266—2626
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4— ¥. Open Heart Spiritual Center: 2489 » _
Dr., Memphis, TN — (901) 357—1921
9pm)
" Broad>
"
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual — Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1—800—
¥ Prescott Church: 961 Getwell, 327—
Association: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., — 347—TEEN Mon.—Fri. 5—9 pm (Pacific) — 8479, www.prescottchurchmemphis.org.
MS 38677 — (662) 915—7049 — glba@olemiss.
Web site: youthtalkline.org
;
Unity Church of Memphis: 2570 Kirby
edu — www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba
LINC: (901) 415—2700 6D A community
Rd. Memphis, TN 38119
Tennessee
Transgender
Political
informational
agency
providing
Coalition TTPC
PO. Box 92335
information on shelters and. senior
7 Nashville, TN 37209 — http://ttgpac.
services
SPORTS AND FITNESS
onc
com _TTGPAC@aol.com (615)293—6199 ¥ Memphls Sexual Assault Resource _ Bluff City Sports Assoc1at10n www.

(615)353—1834 fax
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin,TN 38238
— neilg@utm.edu

Center: (901) 272—2020
Mid—South Spay and Neuter Services
854 Goodman St. www.spaymemphis.com
or 901—324—3202 (affordable prices).
Narcotics Anonymous: (901) 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT
youth hotline — 1—800—399—PEER — Mon.—
Fri. 5—10 pm (Eastern)
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: (901) 274—
7477
Trevor Project — National 24/7 hotline for
suicidal or questioning teens: 886—488—

COUNSELING SERVICES
Counseling Referral Service: MGLCC‘s |
Confidential Counseling Referral Service
— (901) 347—8701
VKentD.Fisher,LPC,MAC:Experiem:ial
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett PI. — (901)
7386.
372—0710. EMDR, group, individual, Lambda Legal: 404—897—1880
couples & family therapy

bluffcitysports.net
¥ French Riviera Spa: 3486 Poplar
THEATER
¥ Circuit Playhouse

1705 Poplar
¥ Playhouse on the Square: 51

4
st 0

South

Cooper
¥ TheatreWorks 2085 Monroe —

Updated 06.09———" —.——
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MAY 10 Crossroads Bar & Grill 9:00pm
MAY 17 The Pumping Station 5:00pm
MAY 29 Dru‘s Place Bar 9:00pm
JUNE 9 MGLCC 7:00 PM
JUNE 20 Finals Pride Festival 5:00pm

EMERALD THEATER COMPANY
PRESENTS openIN@ NIGHT
JUNE 18 C
o
by Joe Godfrey 1

JUNE 19, 3:00 PM
3
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community CenterCommunity
BLACK & GAY Homosexuality in the Black
Presented by THE OUTLOOK

First Congregational Church
1000 S. Cooper to Peabody Park
LNEUVU® 32

El®|—*Bo.—
ENERMEOT PRK

JUNE 20, NOON
Presented by MID—SOUTH PRIDE,
OUR MANY SPONSORS
& ENTERTAINERS

s

Information Booths
Food, Live Entertainment
Awards Presentation from the Parade.

PICNIC IN THE PARK:
JUNE 21 OVERTON PARK
MID—SOUTH PRIDE &
MEMPHIS BLACK PRIDE
,
ur clfv
LorCla
MIDSOUTHPRIDE. ORG

